The Response of Skeletal Muscle-Expressed Neurotrophins to Acute Resistance Exercise in Male Wistar Rats
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ABSTRACT

Background. BDNF and NT-4/5 have been proposed to be involved in the coordinated adaptations of the neuromuscular system to the elevated level of activity, but an activity-dependent expression of neurotrophins in skeletal muscle is not well established. Objectives. We, therefore, investigated the effect of one session of resistance exercise on mRNA expression of some neurotrophins in Slow and fast muscles of Wistar rats. Methods. The resistance training protocol consisted of climbing a 1-meter-long ladder, with a weight attached to a tail sleeve. Twenty-four hours following the main training session, Soleus and Flexor Hallucis Longus (FHL) muscles were removed. mRNA expression of BDNF, NT4/5, TrkB and p75 proteins was assessed by Quantitative RT-PCR. Results. The data analysis showed that one session of resistance exercise significantly (p<0.05) decreased mRNA expression of NT4/5 in soleus muscle, but not in FHL muscle. No significant effects of one resistance exercise bout were detected for BDNF and trkB. Our results also show that p75 mRNA levels in the soleus muscle were significantly elevated (7folds) after one resistance training bout (p<0.05). Conclusion. The results indicate differential control of BDNF and NT-4/5 expression following resistance exercise in skeletal muscle. Also, we have provided evidence supporting the role of the p75 receptor in neurotrophins response to resistance exercise as a mechanical stimulus.
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INTRODUCTION

Although the effects of increased activity on mammalian skeletal muscle have been studied extensively, evidence that innervating how motoneuron and muscle interact in response to increased activity is sparse (1,2). For example, the question of how skeletal muscle as a classic target tissue regulates survival of spinal motoneurons and modulate neuromuscular transmission during activity has been one of the major topics in exercise physiology (3). There is some suggestion that trophic factors are critical modifiers of the structure and function of neuromuscular networks (1,2). However, the mechanisms for how trophic factors impacts neuromuscular function at the cellular and molecular levels are largely unexplored. Two muscle-derived neurotrophin proteins, brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) and neurotrophin-4/5 (NT-4/5), have been proposed to be involved in the coordinated adaptation of the...
neuromuscular system to elevated activity (4,5,6). The physiological significance of changes in neurotrophin expression is contingent on the availability of appropriate signal transduction receptors (7). The functions of the neurotrophins are effected via two classes of receptor: the Trk (tropomyosin receptor kinase) family of RTKs (receptor tyrosine kinases) and p75NTR (p75 neurotrophin receptor) (8,9).

To date, a few studies have performed on muscle-derived neurotrophins expression after physical activity. Recently, brief treadmill training bouts over 5 days were found to produce large increases in BDNF mRNA in soleus muscle (2,6,10), but one treadmill exercise bout do not effect on BDNF expression (2). No significant effects were detected for NT-4/5 and trkB in soleus following 5 or 10 days of exercise. In addition, there was no effect of 5 or 10 days of exercise on BDNF, NT-4/5, and trkB in medial gastrocnemius (6). Although another neurotrophin receptor, p75, might be more relevant to their role in skeletal muscle (6), there is not any research that had studied effect of exercise training on p75 in skeletal muscle.

This data was demonstrated that effects of exercise training on neurotrophins expression in skeletal muscle are not clear.

Consequently, we utilized different type of exercise training, resistance training, to study effect of increased activity on neurotrophins expression in skeletal muscle. As BDNF and NT-4/5 can initiate intracellular signalling through the same cell surface receptor, tropomyosin-related kinase B (trkB) (6,11,12), it is of interest that they have evaluated together following similar exercise conditions. Moreover, we add p75 to elucidate whether a functional relationship between BDNF, NT-4/5 and p75 exists in adult skeletal muscle.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Animals.** Sixteen adult, male Wistar rats (13-15 week of age) were obtained from the Pasture Institute (Tehran, Iran) and maintained in the Animal House, School of Medical Sciences of Tarbiat Modares University (TMU). All animals were housed under similar living conditions in plastic cages with volume of 46 L. The light-dark cycle was 12 h. Temperature was 22 ± 1.4°C, and humidity was 55.6 ± 4.0%. Animals were fed with a pellet rodent diet and had free access to water. Animals were randomly assigned into two groups including: sedentary (SED) (n=8) and resistance exercise (RE) (n=8). Ethics Committee of TMU approved the experimental protocol, and their Guidelines for Care and Use of Laboratory Animals were followed.

**Resistance Exercise (RE).** The animals were required to climb a vertical ladder inclined at 85 degrees with weights appended to their tail. There were 26 rungs across the 1 m ladder. The animals were positioned to ensure that they performed each sequential step, where one repetition along the ladder required 26 total lifts by the animal (or 13 lifts per limb) (13). All animals were weighed to determine the amount of mass to append to their tails. The weight attached was 30% of their body weight of each resistance exercised animals. The resistance exercise consisted of 3 sets of 5 repetitions with a 1min rest interval between the reps and 2 minutes between the sets for one session (14). The control animals were handled on the same days and times as the trained groups in order to minimize any stress attributable to handling (13).

**Tissue Preparation.** Since previous study show that peak point of BDNF expression after acute exercise was 24-48 h later (10), Twenty-four hours following the main training session, animals were anaesthetized with a mixture of Ketamine (75mg/kg-1) and Xylazine (5 mg/kg-1) which was administered intraperitoneally. The soleus (SOL, as ST muscle) and Flexor Hallucis Longus (FHL, as FT muscle) (15,16) were surgically extracted under sterile, RNase-free conditions on ice and immediately fresh frozen in liquid nitrogen. All tissue was stored at −80°C until further processing.

**RNA Isolation and real-time quantitative RT-PCR.** All frozen muscles were homogenized with an RNase-free mortar and pestle cooled in liquid nitrogen and dry ice. Total RNA was isolated from the tissue using Trizol reagent (Invitrogen), which was performed as per the manufacturer’s specifications. The concentration and purity of the total RNA sample was determined by ultraviolet (UV) spectrophotometer at 260 nm and 280 nm (ND-1000; Nanodrop).

Total RNA preparations were treated with DNase I (Takara) prior to reverse transcription to eliminate genomic DNA following RNA
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isolation. Reverse transcription was performed with cDNA synthesis kit (PrimeScript RT Reagent Kit, Takara) as per the manufacturer’s recommendations.

Real-time PCR for all genes of interest was performed with the 7500 Fast Thermocycler (Applied Biosystems, version 2.0.1) with SYBR Green Master Mix (Takara). The real-time PCR reaction included the following: 200-400nM primers, 5 ng cDNA samples and 1X SYBR Green Master Mix. A reaction volume of 20µl was run on a sealed optical plate in triplicate as per the manufacturer’s recommendations. The nucleotide sequences of sense and antisense primers is shown in table 1. Relative quantification of target gene expression was performed using the comparative CT method as described in detail elsewhere (17). To quantify the levels of the target gene expression, the formula $2^{\Delta\Delta Ct}$ was used.

### Statistical Analyses

We used $2^{\Delta\Delta CT}$ method to analyze raw data from real-time quantitative PCR. Overall Differences between control and experimental groups were determined using an Independent-t test. The level of significance set was at $P < 0.05$ for all statistical comparisons and the results were expressed as the mean ± standard deviation (SD).

### Results

**Effects of resistance exercise on control genes.** Relative quantification of gene expression is dependent on the use of control genes for standardization of experimental data to control for shifts in mRNA levels that could be produced by the experimental intervention (6). There was a main effect on expression of β-Actin with resistance exercise in both soleus and FHL muscles (respectively, $p=0.099$; $p=0.038$) (Fig. 1). However, Expression of GAPDH was most stable following resistance exercise in both soleus and FHL muscles (respectively, $p=0.811$ and $p=0.576$; respectively) (Fig. 1), therefore, was selected to normalize experimental data investigating the effects of resistance exercise on neurotrophins expression in skeletal muscle.

**Effects of resistance exercise on BDNF, NT-4/5, TrkB and p75.** It was difficult to detect mRNA of BDNF in both soleus and FHL muscle. The mRNA of BDNF detected in only three or four samples for each group. However, there were no detectable changes in the level of BDNF mRNA in soleus and FHL muscles after one session of resistance exercise (fig. 2). Data show that NT-4/5 mRNA was decreased significantly in soleus muscle ($p=0.003$) following resistance training but it was not changed in FHL muscle ($p=0.743$) (Fig. 2). Our results also indicate that the TrkB mRNA level was 2fold higher following resistance training in both muscles when compared with control group. Despite TrkB mRNA level was increased after resistance training, this increase was not statistically significant (soleus: $p=0.392$; FHL: $p=0.251$) (Fig. 3). One session of resistance training also increased levels of p75 mRNA in soleus (7.5 fold) and FHL (2.8 fold) muscles. This increase was significant for soleus muscle and was not significant for FHL muscle ($p=0.043$ and $p=0.417$; respectively) (Fig. 3).

### Discussion

**Effects of resistance Exercise on BDNF Expression.** Previous studies indicated that neurotrophins in motor-nervous system are generated in excess, and that modulating the interrelation of neuromuscular system (18). Some of neurotrophins, as BDNF and NT-4/5, are produced in skeletal muscle in fewer amounts. In our study we detected BDNF mRNA in low content that limited

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>Sense</th>
<th>Antisense</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GAPDH</td>
<td>GAACATCATCCCTGCAATCCA</td>
<td>CCAGTTGACTTCCGGTTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β-Actin</td>
<td>TCGGCTCAGATCTACTGAGACCTTGGC</td>
<td>CTGGAGCTGACGGTACCTCATTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT-4/5</td>
<td>CCCCCCTCGTGGGAGCTACATT</td>
<td>AGTAAGGCGCCGACGATAGTGG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BDNF</td>
<td>CGACGTGCCCTGGGATGACACTTTT</td>
<td>AGTAAGGGCCGACGATAGTGG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TrkB</td>
<td>CGACGTGCCCTGGGATGACACTTTT</td>
<td>AGTAAGGGCCGACGATAGTGG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p75</td>
<td>CAACGGTCTAGAAGCGGACATC</td>
<td>AGAGGGTGCTGACGAGCAG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. The nucleotide sequences of sense and antisense primers.
us to data analysis. Also, other studies reported low level of BDNF mRNA in developing and postnatal rodent skeletal muscle (18-23). In addition, some studies could not detect any BDNF expression in developing muscle of mice and rats (24,25). It is clear that precise and novel methods are required for accurate measurement of BDNF expression in skeletal muscle.

Figure 1. Effects of one session of resistance exercise on β-actin and GAPDH expression in Flexor Hallucis Longus (FHL) (filled bars) and soleus (open bars). Values represent mean ± standard deviation and are expressed as a percentage of control expression levels. Asterisk denotes statistical significance between exercise and control groups (p < 0.05).

Figure 2. Effects of one session of resistance exercise on BDNF and NT-4/5 expression in Flexor Hallucis Longus (FHL) (filled bars) and soleus (open bars). Values represent mean ± standard deviation and are expressed as a percentage of control expression levels. Asterisk denotes statistical significance between exercise and control groups (p < 0.05).
Despite the difficulty of BDNF expression in skeletal muscle, our study indicates that one resistance exercise bout did not result in any change in BDNF expression in soleus or FHL muscle. Although muscle-derived BDNF was identified as an activity-dependent factor, the most previous studies did not reveal effect of single bout of exercise on BDNF expression (2,10). However, a robust increase in BDNF mRNA was observed after repetitive exercise training only in soleus muscle (2,6,7,10), while, there is not any study in that BDNF mRNA alteration was reported following exercise training in other type of skeletal muscle. Therefore, repetitive training over a period of days apparently can sustain elevated levels of BDNF mRNA for a longer period of time than that elicited by a single bout of exercise.

It is becoming well-established that BDNF have a role in the development of functional connectivity between skeletal muscle and the spinal cord (2). For example, it has been hypothesized that skeletal-muscle-derived BDNF enhances the survival of innervating motor neurons throughout their lifespan and potentiates neuromuscular transmission (26,27). This hypothesis is supported by several lines of evidence including, for example, the expression of BDNF in skeletal muscle and retrograde transport of exogenously applied BDNF to distinct motor neuron cell bodies (27-29). Therefore, it appears that sufficient stimulation and time is required for activity-dependent effects of muscle-derived BDNF. Since our results show that one resistance exercise bout did not result in any change in BDNF expression, it seems likely that one bout of resistance stimulation is not sufficient to induce BDNF expression signalling in skeletal muscle. In addition, BDNF may exert these effects via its receptors as TrkB and p75.

**Effects of Exercise on NT-4/5 Expression.**
Activity-dependent expression of NT-4/5 mRNA has been demonstrated through decreased expression following denervation and neuromuscular transmission blockade with a-bungarotoxin and increased expression following electrical stimulation of the sciatic nerve (6,28,30). Nonetheless, Deschenes et al. could not to establish the activity-dependent expression of NT-4/5 in soleus muscle. They reported that the stimulus of unloading (hindlimb suspension) was inadequate to alter NT-4 content in soleus muscle (31). Results of the Ogborn study agree with this finding and indicate that exercise of sufficient intensity to increase expression of BDNF in soleus has no effect on NT-4/5 mRNA in soleus and medial gastrocnemius (6).
To date, no study reported effects of exercise training on NT-4/5 mRNA in skeletal muscle. Only, Sakuma et al. reported decreased level of NT-4/5 protein following mechanical overloading in plantaris muscle (24). To our knowledge, our study is the first to show that increase level of activity as one resistance exercise bout result in NT-4/5 mRNA decrease in soleus muscle, however, it did not show any change in FHL muscle. Carrasco et al. have provided evidence demonstrating that NT-4/5 is required for the normal development of the slow muscle fiber phenotype of the rat SOL. They believed that muscle-derived NT-4/5 probably forms or activates a retrograde signal that influences the pattern of activity of SOL motoneurons and, via this mechanism, leads to changes that promote the upregulation of the slow MyHC isoform in the SOL muscle (32). On the other hand, it has been established that resistance training could shift MyHC isoforms to IIA in membrane mostly in a complex with determined the ligand and their receptor together for first time. Our results show that TrkB mRNA increased 2folds following one resistance training bout in both soleus and FHL muscle, but this increase has not been statistically significant. Although, few data currently exist on TrkB expression in skeletal muscle, all of them agree with us results. Recently, Ogborn et al. found that 5 or 10 days of treadmill exercise did not result in any appreciable change in trkB expression in medial gastrocnemius or soleus (6). Also, Gomez-Pinilla et al. found 7 days of voluntary wheel running could not elevate trkB expression in soleus; however, trkB mRNA levels in the exercised rats were higher than control after 3 days of exercise (7).

Although changes in expression of BDNF mRNA often occur in parallel with changes in trkB expression (7), recent data suggest that another neurotrophin receptor, p75, might be more relevant to BDNF’s role in skeletal muscle (6). It was showed that Trk receptors appear at the cell membrane mostly in a complex with p75NTR. When P75 co-expressed with Trk receptor, exert a positive regulatory effect on Trk functions (3,39,40). Mousavi and Jasmin proposed that p75 receptor is a satellite cell marker and strong regulator for post-injury regeneration in skeletal muscle (41). Deponti et al. indicated that NGF acts through its low-affinity receptor p75NTR in a developmentally regulated signaling pathway necessary to myogenic differentiation and muscle repair in vivo (42). Our results show that p75 mRNA levels in the soleus muscle were significantly elevated (7folds) after one resistance training bout; In addition, p75 mRNA was trend to increase in FHL muscle. Since, in this study, we used resistance stimulus as a mechanical overload and it could activate myogenic pathways, it is likely possible that elevated p75 expression are the result of post-exercise remodeling in skeletal muscle.
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CONCLUSION

In order to proven activity-dependent role of muscle-derived neurotrophins, we utilized resistance training as a mechanical overload. We have demonstrated that one resistance training bout did not result in any change in BDNF expression in soleus or FHL muscle. This study indicated a significant decrease of NT-4/5 mRNA levels in soleus muscle in exercise group, while there was no any change in FHL muscle. Consequently, we have provided evidence supporting role of p75 receptor in neurotrophins response to resistance exercise as a mechanical stimulus. In summary, the functional significance of muscle-derived neurotrophins in the adaptation of skeletal muscle to exercise is poorly understood and future work is required to determine whether NT-4/5 even plays a role in neuromuscular adaptations to altered activity levels.
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